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A number of people here have expressed interest in installation experience with the Rostra Electronic Universal 
Cruise Control (250-1223). R Kirby (tricky) has already reported one installation on a GL1200 although, to date, he 
hasn’t reported any operational experience that I am aware of.  I have completed my installation on a GL1100i and 
have about several thousand miles of use (testing) to date and can give relatively detailed summary.  I’ll just give an 
initial version here and if I complete any more tests, I’ll just update this document and bump it to the top. (Note: I 
haven’t done anything since 07) 
 
Let me give the bottom line first, for those that don’t want to wade to the end.  It is working very well; I’d give it about 
an A-.  Above 50 mph, it works flawlessly and nearly as well as my GMC SUV (which is better than most on the road).  
And it works quite well 30 to 50 mph too, almost all of the time, but can get in situations (down hills, wind buffeting in 
traffic, tail winds) that cause it to uncomfortably correct to decrease speed when it would be a little better to be a little 
less harsh and let it coast.  These, I think, are not unique to this Rostra installation but having to do with more general 
issues like Power/Weight ratios and sensitive throttle linkage geometry for this motorcycle that really needs to be 
addressed to work optimally with a cruise.  [This is probably why the Australian version of this electronic motorcycle 
cruise costs so much; they have a proprietary linkage that does a little better job taming the cable response, although 
that wouldn’t be worth the extra bucks to me.] 
 
Although I did deviate somewhat from the typical motorcycle installation methods that I see on the Internet, I did 
demonstrate the same method (hooking directly to the short carburetor #4 linkage) somewhat successfully.  I do 
believe that making the Rostra Electronic work with this short linkage setup is a bit of a crapshoot, and if you are not 
so lucky, you can find yourself spending a lot of time getting it sorted out. The problem is in how the VSS PPM 
settings affect gain (and Rostra customer service doesn’t even understand).  If you choose this short linkage AND use 
the magnetic pickup system on one of the wheels wheel with 6 magnets and set the ppm to 4000, you will 
coincidentally avoid most of these problems and have a useable cruise for above 55, however, if you try to use 
anything else (like another VSS signal or the tachometer, or the alternator, etc.) you may find yourself chasing your 
tail before you find a setting that works. Personally, I have no use for the magnet method since the ’83 Interstate has 
its own built-in VSS, so that is how I discovered this. But even if it didn’t have VSS, I would have used the tachometer 
signal or the alternator signal, and would have had the same issues to deal with.  I will later show what the issue is 
and how to resolve it with different pulses per mile settings. 
 
Physical installation of the Rostra electronic is, I believe, a little bit easier than a vacuum unit since you don’t have to 
deal with the vacuum lines and canister; and the electrical connections are essentially the same.  But in many cases 
you will spend all of the saved time (and then some) getting the unit properly setup to have satisfactory performance, 
where, if you believe the glowing reports, the vacuum unit (Audiovox CCS100) is presented as a pretty much a hook it 
up, set it and forget it situation.  That approach would not have been successful with this installation (and maybe I 
would not have been satisfied with this type of Audiovox installation either. Makes me want to buy one and do side by 
side testing, and maybe I will, but that will have to wait, too.).   
 
Just to make it clear, these were a few of my specific objectives which may be different than yours: 
 
Objectives 

1- Clutch/Neutral Switch:  The clutch/neutral function will be utilized (rather than the tachometer over speed 
function).   

2- Linkage: Use the left side carburetor #4 linkage, but with some differences. 
3- Utilize the full cable travel of the Cruise unit, not just a portion. 
4- Demonstrate use of both the VSS , tachometer, and alternator. (Some tests coming later). 
5- Accessible for dip switch adjustments.  (Changing settings for testing should be relatively easy.) 
6- No wire tap connectors; (a personal pet peeve, see my special tap connectors at the end) 
7- No holes drilled anywhere.    
8- Plus a few others not mentioned.. 
 
 

LOCATIONS FOR MOUNTING: 
 
There are a large number of choices.  Here are some: 

1. Left Faring Pocket behind left turn light (very tight) 
2. Left faring Pocket above the radio 
3. Right faring Pocket above the radio 
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4. Tool Tray 
5. In Saddle Bag 
6. Under Saddle Bag (RKirby used this.) 
7. Between Right Saddle Bag and Rear Wheel 

I did all the pros, cons and measurements but won’t bother with details here. Most people have chosen 2, but the 
plastic pocket would have to be modified and the wires spliced after dragging through the boot.  Also, I wasn’t sure 
about having enough control cable length.  Here are a few comments about my final choice, which was 7. 
 
Mounting between the Saddle Bag and Wheel:  
 

 
 
 
The unit can be tucked between the right saddle bag and the wheel using the bag frame for mounting. (The picture 
shows the bag mounting bolt re-installed but, of course, not the bag.) Removing the right bag gives easy access to the 
programming switches, in fact you can leave the right bag off until the programming is where you want it.. Although 
still suffering from some potential exposure to dust and water, it is not much different from what one might expect 
“under the hood” and probably better than 6 (under the bag). And I don’t intentionally ride in wet conditions anyway.  I 
did add silicone sealer to the (yellow) plug at the wires, although it looks to be a water resistant seal in the first place.  
Notice the cable going over the top of the shock attachment. 
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The bracket provided with the Rostra unit is easily bent (two right angle bends and one twist between the two) to 
provide a very good mounting for the front end of the unit and with the use of small flat plate bracket (McMaster-Carr 
15275A71) ,  
 

 
 
a rubber cushioned  ¾” (or 7/8”) conduit clamp (form Lowes, etc.),  a 5/16” carriage bolt and a few nuts, the unit is 
securely attached front and back  The unit is mounted at an angle with the control cable routed under the splash 
shield and above the shock.  Since the shock rotates almost nothing, this was satisfactory.  Also, I slipped a short 
section of clear plastic tubing over the cable sheath to protect it against possible abrasion. 
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CONTROL CABLE ROUTING:   
 
The cable was routed inside the seat frame (see the cable tied to the green wire) until reaching the false tank then 
outside the frame behind the #3 carburetor to a bracket attached to the fuel filter mounting bolt then through to the left 
side. (Yellow is wire loom routing described below.) 
 

 
 
The exact routing will vary according to the choices made to connect the unit to the carburetor linkage. If you look 
closely above the shock you can see the cable (tied to the green wire for the neutral/clutch signal). I also used some 
pretty tight bends (6” to 8” radius) that don’t seem to be a problem.  
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WIRE LOOM ROUTING: 
 
For the current mounting, all of the wires from the unit were bundled together in the provided black plastic loom, then 
routed (see above in yellow) downward, outside the shock near the bag, under/inside the frame past the brake 
master, up past the brake reservoir, up under, and inside the frame, to the central open space behind the air box. The 
same picture above shows this.  A couple of essential points: 

1. Recall that the light green wire (that will be used for the clutch/neutral) coming from the main unit is not 
obvious and it is terminated at about 1 1/2 feet from the unit and is taped into the wire bundle.  It is necessary 
to add a few feet to this wire to reach the intended location.  Also, it needs to come out of the wire loom at 
about the brake reservoir to go across the bike to the main connector (near the main fuse) that will be 
discussed later. 

2. The red wire and violet wire on the forward harness need to come from the front harness to back near the 
brake switch connector plug under the false tank. This point is obvious after removing the tank. These wires 
could have been cut and used from the main CC harness but I chose to use the provided wire in the forward 
portion without modification. 

3. Route the brown wire to the ACC screw in the fuse box. 
4. Route the Gray VSS wire to the vicinity of the turn cancel box (or the coil if using the tachometer or near the 

rectifier is using the alternator).  
5. The Blue (tachometer input) wire will not be used and can stay in the harness or be cut off.  According to 

Rostra it is better to ground it to avoid noise, although I didn’t bother as it supposedly is not used anyway. 
6. The main unit connectors and excess wire can be located in the space behind the air box, under the gas cap 

overfill drain.  Several feet of this excess wire could have been eliminated but instead, I just folded it up and 
used wire ties to secure it. 

7. The two 4 and 10 amp fuses are in the forward harness and were taped together and left neatly protruding in 
the vicinity of the main fuse box easily accessible. 

 
WIRE CONNECTIONS.   
 
Wires are connected per Rostra instructions but some special points are mentioned here. 
Black wire 
Black wire grounded to frame; in this case, I used the brake reservoir bolt (convenient but not the best, so added 
another jumper to the “tank” bolts.). 
Brown wire 
+12 ACC, in this case the + screw at the fuse block. This is the main power to the unit, including the servo and should 
be switched with the ignition. 
Red wire 
+ side of brake switch. (Here is a place where the special made slip-in thin spade connector was used. See 
comments at the end) This is used to power the CPU of the unit. Normally (on most automobiles) the + side of the 
brake is powered 100% of the time so the CC unit on/off switch and memory are always activated.  This is not 
essential, as this is a rather useless feature unless it was a self programming controller (which it is not) or you want it 
to remember the “resume” speed and the “integral” term in the PID controller every time you turn the ignition off.  
Neither is important and over long periods, the little motorcycle battery can significantly discharge..  Personally, this 
disconnect (of the brake signal) is an advantage and it is preferable that it resets for each use.   A new integral term is 
computed in about 10 seconds of use anyway.  You might be tempted to combine the red wire with the ACC; this will 
work if the brake voltage is about the same as the ACC (which it should be.) Some have advised that this is 
dangerous (unit stays engaged when it should trip off?), but I couldn’t think of an operation or failure scenario where 
this was a true statement.  Also, as best as I can figure, turning off the unit at the control on/off, does the same thing 
as switching this power off.  Next time, I’d probably use the ACC. 
Violet wire 
- side of the brake switch.  Used as zero ground potential (grounding through the filament of the rear brake bulb) to 
permit operation.  With the brake applied, this potential goes to +12 (to power the brake light) and provides the “high” 
signal to disengage the cruise. An open (infinite resistance if a broken wire or burned out bulbs) would also disengage 
the CC.  (Here is another place the special made slip-in thin spade connector was used.) If you are using diode lamps 
instead of bulbs, you will have to add a normally closed relay that opens when the brakes are pressed. 
Gray wire 
The gray wire is the Vehicle Speed Sensor (VSS) input signal that is used by the CPU to determine your current 
speed.  Typically this is a square wave of a specified frequency (pulses per minute at 60 mph) or expressed in pulses 
per mile (PPM).  The expected input level should be in the nominal peak voltage of 1 to 25 volts.  Most computerized 
signals are a few volts.  The ’83 Interstate already has VSS built into the speedometer in the form a rotating magnet 
with a Hall effect reed switch that is intermittently opened (to the “Winker” cancel unit) and grounded.  This signal is 
only provided for the cancel unit, so it is not known what the open voltage potential is (another thing to measure).  But 
it works without knowing, so maybe the CC unit is counting just the grounded portion or the signal.  The bottom line is: 
Nothing special needs to be done except tap this signal at a convenient location.  My choice is at the turn cancel unit 
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connector (White wire with black trace).  (Here is another place the special made slip-in thin spade connector was 
used.) 
 

 
 
The VSS signal measures 9350 ppm which I presume is actually supposed to be 9650 ppm (an attempt at a standard 
6000 pulses per kilometer)  If it is desired to use the tachometer signal for a VSS, see the discussion below (at Blue 
Wire). This gray wire CANNOT be hooked to the tachometer without special signal conditioning (this testing will be 
added later).  Another good possibility is using the alternator output before it is rectified.  One leg of the yellow wires in 
a high impedance voltage divider will give a proper sine wave (of some frequency) and a simple clipping circuit could 
make it “squarish”.  (Again, something else to try and add later.) 
 
Lt Green wire 
The light green wire is the neutral switch wire. When it is grounded, the CC disengages (or will not engage). This is a 
great feature that can be used for the GL1100!  It can be directly hooked up to the appropriate single point in the 
GL1100 harness and it will function for both the neutral and clutch switch because, on the GL1100I, this combined 
feature is already installed in the starting circuit.  See the wiring diagram copied from the GL1100 service manual 
below: 
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Find the green wire with the red tracer at the main plug (by the master fuse).  By inspection of the diagram, you 
should be able to see that this single connection provides both the clutch and neutral grounding signal. (Here is 
another place the special made slip-in thin spade connector was used.) 
Blue Wire 
The blue wire would ordinarily be used for the tachometer signal for the CC. It is not internally able (or intended) to be 
used for speed sensing). This input is expecting a pulsed signal again in the range of 1 to 25 volts and is ONLY used 
to detect engine over-speed. No tachometer signal is necessary for safety for the current installation since the neutral 
and clutch switch feature is active.  This could be connected (if you wanted to), but there are four reasons why I did 
not: (1) It is not needed, (2) The high rpm pulse count cutoff is (I’m told) about 4000 ppm which is right in the 
motorcycle operating range.  (3) The mismatched signals (trashy relatively higher voltage pulses vs. expected low 
voltage square wave) may not give acceptable signals anyway, (4) direct or induced noise to the CC (Rostra 
recommends grounding this wire) and (5) possible interference with the bikes spark unit performance.  None of these 
issues were investigated.  I still plan to hook up the scope and have a look at this primary voltage (someday) as I test 
the signal conditioner, but again, later. 
Accessory VSS connector (Not needed or used) 
Near the CC Unit there are two wires with a connector dedicated specifically to the installation of the Rostra magnetic 
type of VSS sold as an accessory.  It is a low voltage sine wave. This was not used here and, personally, I see this as 
a totally unnecessary add-on even though a number of individuals have chosen to do so.  Some may find this easier 
than getting the tachometer signal to work and coincidently, it does avoid some tuning issues.  This would not be my 
preference.  This connection might also be used for an alternator signal of the right magnitude, which I think is a very 
good possibility. 
Using the “tachometer”/coil signal as an input for the VSS (Gray wire):   
Rostra specifically has stated (in phone calls) that the cruise CANNOT be run with the “tachometer”/coil input as the 
speed sensing signal (by either the Blue wire OR the Gray wire).  However, I believe (and intend to prove) that the 
Gray wire (VSS input) CAN be used if the coil signal is properly conditioned to be acceptable to the VSS input 
specifications.  Again, it is expecting a square wave in the range of 1 to 25 volts.  I have designed a simple circuit to 
hook to the coil to accomplish this. It is a filter and a 555 timer set up like a Schmitt Trigger that gives a clean square 
wave.  [This is one of the things that I was waiting to complete before reporting, but since this is several weeks off (or 
more), I’ll report later.]  Assuming it works (and I have no doubt that it will), the square wave output as an rpm signal 
would be available and the pulse count setting would be the actual rpm at 60 mph (choose 3200 or 4000 ppm as 
needed; start with the lower).  Incidentally, there are commercially available “black boxes” that will accomplish this 
signal conditioning and even transform pulse count (probably Schmitt triggers combined with double timers), but are 
50 to 80 bucks.  And don’t overlook the pre-rectified sine wave voltage of the alternator that I expect to try also.. 
 
CONTROL SWITCH 
There are many choices.  Mine was a left hand “open” type offered by Rostra.  It is mounted on a custom fitted angle 
bracket attached to the bolt above the radio tuner/attenuator switch 
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Wires route as expected along handlebars, up front, then back at the triple tree where the connectors naturally end at 
this convenient location and are plugged into the main wire loom  
 

 
 
 
THROTTLE LINKAGE, GAIN, TIMERS AND CPU DIP SWITCH SETTING:  
 
Even though they will be discussed separately, they are grouped together first because they are so interrelated.  It is 
not clear what is happening until this relationship is understood, although it is certainly possible to find something that 
works, even if not understood. The Rostra manual is of no help here.  They talk about “slow” and “fast” surging when 
in fact it is hard to tell the difference.  “Fast” is more aggressive than “slow” but the periods are still measured in 
seconds but with a little experience, you can usually tell the difference. Acceptable operation requires that the “gain” 
of the unit be high enough that errors in speed are corrected in a timely fashion, but not so high that noticeable 
overshoot and instabilities (surging) occurs.  I am not going into the details of PID controllers here (saving it for later or 
not at all), but in simple terms “Gain”, in this unit, is directly related to how much of the overall computed error 
correction (combined Proportional, Integral and Differential terms) is applied to make a change at the throttle.  This 
amplification or attenuation may be accomplished either electronically or mechanically.  Electronically, this is 
increasing or reducing the number of digital steps to move the control cable and mechanically it can be a longer (or 
shorter) lever upon which these cable movements are applied to move the throttle.  I will leave all the gory details 
about the other (e.g., linear/non-linear, full/partial throttle) issues for later, but understanding that this involves 
electronics AND mechanics, gives a host of possibilities and a lot more choices for adjustment.  [Reminds me of my 
plant startup days when the control engineers always tried to apply software solutions to hardware problems] 
 
Throttle Linkage 
There are a number of possibilities for attachment to the carburetor linkage.  This would include the left and right 
rotating arms that connect to the throttle plate shafts; the bar links that pull on these rotating arms; and somehow 
connecting to the cable or cable pulleys between the carburetors.  Most reported cruise installations have used the left 
carburetor arm.  The right has also been stated to have been used with success, the attractiveness being the cable 
attachment to the choke anchoring screw. Others have reported success attaching arms or cables to the rotating 
center pulleys.  Really, it doesn’t matter “a hill of beans” which you chose, they all have the same problem: Not 
enough travel and very nonlinear performance with speed.  Whether you pull on the throttle shaft arms, the throttle 
cable, or the linkage bars, the full travel from idle to wide open throttle (WOT) is just about 1.1 to 1.2 inches 
regardless of what you chose.  The GL1100 linkage is elegant, very compact (short arms and links) but unfortunately 
not designed with a cruise control in mind.  The Rostra requires 41 mm of travel (1.61 inches) or about 50% more 
than is available at any of these places.  Rostra states that you can add links to “accommodate” this difference, and 
you must, if you use this method, but from a tuning and control standpoint, it makes no sense at all.  (Anyone with 
feedback and control experience knows what “dead band” can do.) Furthermore, it doesn’t do anything to the fact that 
the output correction is mechanically over-amplified (i.e., more gain).  I chose to make an adjustable control arm.  
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The arm is slotted from about 1.5  to 2” radius from the throttle shaft center.  It is nothing more than a thin piece of 
sheet metal cut, with bent tabs that fit the throttle arm and then drilled to fit the arm to link end pin at the #4 
carburetor. There is not much room between the link and arm, so I emphasize “thin” and it is has a small “s” bend 
(appears in the picture like a notch below the tabs) to offset it outward to have the bolt head to better clear the link.  
[Initially, I put it at 1.5” to get the benefit of full control travel (1.61 inches) to WOT but the first time I tested (at the 
lowest gains settings) it was clear (with far too aggressive behavior) that even 1.5” was much too short, so I slid it as 
far as it could go to about 2” and this is where it has stayed since. If I were making a new one, it would be slotted 2” to 
3”. ]  The connection is made with the “three bead connector” (G7) supplied with the Rostra kit.. 
 
On the right side, the cable is anchored to a simple angle bracket that started as a 2 ½” corner brace from Lowes, with 
one leg cut at an 45 degree angle at about 1 ½” at its longest part.  This was attached to the fuel filter bolt with the 
long end pointed to the right. 
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This gives an easily accessible mounting point for the cable that is almost ideal to feed to the left; a little tiny bit of 
bending may be required to make the cable clear all of the carburetor linkage.  I just used the ordinary smooth cable 
clamp as provided in the kit (not the flag nut).  This clamp was probably not intended (by Rostra) to be used as a 
secure anchor, but it seemed to sufficiently grab the cable and this would also make a very convenient cable length 
adjustment point. It stays very tight and is working well. [Also a slipping anchor is not a safety issue; it just adds “dead 
band” again.] You could thread the cable sheath (as described in the installation manual) and use the flag nut or other 
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connector; that seemed like (and has been proven to be) overkill.  Using this 2 “ arm limits the cruise travel to 
approximately 70% WOT, but that is far more than necessary.  I used about 3 inches of chain to keep the cable out of 
the way of the carburetor linkage when the cruise is not in use, although about half that would be sufficient.  I keep the 
chain relatively tight.  It slightly droops to avoid affecting the idle but probably has less than 1/16” slack.  Rostra 
customer service suggested using less than the 1/8” (as stated in the installation manual). 
 

 

 
 
Above, also, shows the cable from the rear.  I could have used a few more inches of cable as these are pretty tight 
bends.    
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Gain, Timers And CPU Dip Switch Setting 
After mechanical and electrical installation, came setup and testing.  Here are a few essential points that Rostra 
doesn’t tell you. 

Gain (1,2) (Start with LL: Off,Off) 
Gain will, of course, depend on your exact setup. Start with the lowest (in spite of what Rostra says). It 
seemed to me, while testing that there was something like 50% difference from one setting to the next.  You 
only have 4 choices: LL, L, M, H. (which I have given an educated guess as being relatively proportional to 
0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.5) 
Pulses per Mile(3,4,5,6) (Use 9650 for the ‘83GL1100i VSS: Off,On,Off,On or other as necessary for 
your application) 
While this seems relatively straight forward, this is more than simply selecting the pulses based on what VSS 
signal you have, because you may not have an exact choice and it really DOES AFFECT THE DYNAMIC 
PERFORMANCE of the unit.  Yes, you should always start at the closest setting, but given a choice between 
a lower and higher number, start with the lower number for the setting first.  This setting will also determine 
the slow disengage speed.  [As a side-note for those who understand PID controllers, this setting is 
establishing the frequency of sampling (timestep) and scaling this timestep in the derivative and integral 
terms.  While not entirely arbitrary (it is proportional to speed), it also acts as a tuning “knob” to change 
dynamic operation whether intention or inadvertent.]  Both the settings of 8000 and 10000 (compared to the 
nominal 9650) will work with this setup but give somewhat different dynamic performance. 
Engine Setup/Timer (7,8,9) (Start with 8cyl L: Off,Off,Off)  
Rostra says this is how fast the cable contracts “on set”.  This is true, but there is far more to this setting than 
meets the eye.  [Again, for PID controller gurus; it sets a characteristic time constant of your engine/vehicle 
system which probably is used to set the relative size of the derivative and integral terms of the PID 
controller.]  Also, It doesn’t really have anything to do with the number of cylinders, which is Rostra’s lame 
attempt to classify car response by the number of cylinders.  If you have a very powerful engine and a light 
vehicle, your time constant is short and you need to program a milder response (8cyl L).  As you move down 
the list of choices from very responsive vehicle to very sluggish vehicle needing a more aggressive response 
(4 cyl H), you can choose more responsive settings.  The only one that appears out of order (by my testing) is 
6 cyl Extra High.  This, I believe, is the highest most aggressive setting and belongs at the bottom of the list 
although I did not exhaustively check this since I used only the first two choices.  You, too, will probably only 
be interested in the one of the two lowest settings 8cyl L or 4cyl L.  I am using 8cyl L.  
VSS Input (10) (Set to square wave signal; the 83G1100i VSS is square: On) 
If you are using the magnets or an alternator signal, you will want sine wave; most switched or computerized 
VSS signals are square.  The ’83 GL1100i is square. 
Transmission (11) (Set to AUTOMATIC!!! : On) 
This is not really a transmission switch, just the question: Are you using the neutral switch wire (Lt Green)?  If 
the answer is yes, use automatic. In this case, do not set this to manual!  If it is set to manual, it is expecting 
to have a tachometer signal for overspeed (which we do not have or need) or the clutch signal accessory 
installed (which we don’t have or need).  In “Automatic” mode, it is expecting the neutral switch (Light Green 
Wire) which will act as BOTH the Clutch and Neutral input. 
Control Switch (12) (Depends on the type of control switch you get; mine was open: Off) 

 
TESTING AND TUNING 
As mentioned, the first ride was not satisfactory using the 1.5” arm, the lowest gain, 9650 PPM setting, the 4 cyl L 
setup timer.  It was much more aggressive than would be acceptable for me. Change to the 8cylL helped but was not 
sufficient for me.  Again, let me digress and say what I mean by aggressive and sluggish:  By aggressive, I mean 
frequent overcorrection by throttle changes that cause acceleration or deceleration not expected and/or are 
uncomfortable.  (This is usually due to too much gain with either proportional and/or derivative terms that are too 
large; i.e, the fast surging.)  By sluggish, I mean not correcting as soon as it should allowing slowdowns (and 
overspeeds) that are not abrupt but interfering and annoying (the slow oscillations)  (This is typically caused by not 
enough overall gain, or too much integral action and or not enough derivative.)  In the following discussion, note that 
there are three things that Rostra provides as parameters (Gain, Setup/timer, and PPM setting), although they don’t 
officially recognize PPM as a knob to twist.  In addition, this installation has provided the length of the control arm as 
another parameter which is, in fact, similar to  the Rostra “Gain”.  It is not entirely similar because it is not digitally 
finite steps, but continuously variable (over the range). 
 
Noting that shorter control arms, higher gain settings, “higher” timer/setup (meaning more sluggish vehicle system and 
choosing an item down farther on the list), and higher PPM settings all increase “aggressiveness” and choices in the 
opposite direction make the CC response more sluggish, the tuning experiments began.  I add the results here 
without discussion, but it should be evident from the chart how things work.  I have also attempted to calculate a 
“figure of merit” for each setting based on educated guesses of the relative mathematical PID relationships normalized 
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so that 1.00 is ideal.  Higher numbers indicate a more “aggressive” behavior and numbers lower indicate a more 
“sluggish” behavior. This should be looked at as more qualitative than quantitative as my mathematical relationships 
are not exact.  It is also incomplete.  Your PPM settings, in particular, may be different but what I want to emphasize is 
that the choice of this number is a parameter too, not just a fixed input related to your VSS speed.  It will be the ratio 
of your actual PPM to this PPM setting that is significant. 
 
The color code is this: 
Orange: Not Tested but not expected to yield a good result because too aggressive. 
Light Blue: Not Tested but not expected to yield a good result because too sluggish. 
Yellow: Not Tested but potentially could yield a good result. 
Red: Tested and yielded an unusable result because too aggressive. 
Dark Blue: Tested and yielded an unusable result because too sluggish. 
Light Green: Tested and yielded a useable result but not the best. 
Dark Green: Tested and yielded the best result so far. 
 
 
After finding an excellent setting (confirmed by tests 2,8), and not finding anything equal, I haven’t been motivated to 
complete the chart at all possibilities, so I’ll leave that for later.  I did motivate myself to test the short arm and that is 
included with that below.   
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Connection Length = 3 inch arm ( ~3.3 inch to WOT) 2 inch arm ( ~2.2 inch to WOT) 1.5 inch arm ( ~1.7 inch to WOT) .95 inch arm ( ~1.1 inch to WOT)

PPM 
setting

Actual/
Setting LL L M H LL L M LL L M LL L M

NT NT NT NT NT Slow 6 NT NT NT NT Slow 10 NT NT
0.32 0.48 0.64 0.95 0.48 0.72 0.95 0.62 0.93 1.23 0.95 1.43 1.91
NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT Okay-11 NT NT

0.38 0.57 0.76 1.14 0.57 0.86 1.14 0.74 1.11 1.48 1.14 1.72 2.29

PPM 
setting LL L M H LL L M LL L M LL L M

NT NT NT NT Best 2,8 Quick 4 NT Quick 1 NG-1 NT NG 9 NT NT
0.67 1.01 1.35 2.02 1.01 1.52 2.02 1.31 1.96 2.61 2.02 3.03 4.04
NT NT NT NT Quick 3 NT NT NG-1 NT NT NT NT NT

0.81 1.21 1.62 2.42 1.21 1.82 2.42 1.57 2.35 3.14 2.42 3.64 4.85

PPM 
setting LL L M H LL L M LL L M LL L M

NT NT NT NT Okay 7 NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT
0.78 1.16 1.55 2.33 1.16 1.75 2.33 1.51 2.26 3.01 2.33 3.49 4.66
NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

0.93 1.40 1.86 2.80 1.40 2.10 2.80 1.81 2.71 3.62 2.80 4.19 5.59

PPM 
setting LL L M H LL L M LL L M LL L M

NT NT NT NT NT NG 5 NT NT NT NT NT NT NT
1.61 2.42 3.22 4.83 2.42 3.62 4.83 3.13 4.69 6.25 4.83 7.25 9.66
NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT NT

1.93 2.90 3.86 5.80 2.90 4.35 5.80 3.75 5.63 7.50 5.80 8.69 11.59
Notes

8-L

4-L

8-L

4-L

8-L

4-L

8-L

4-L

Increasing "Agressiveness" with Shorter Linkage Arm --------------->>>>>>>>>
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8. LL Gain, 8cyl low Timer, 2” bar, 9650ppm (Repeat of 1.):  Same comments.  Only possible issue is slight overspeed downhill. Still the favorite. Ranked 0 (on top).
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9. LL Gain, 8cyl low Timer, 1” bar, 9650ppm Not very useable 30-60.  Was able to use it above 60 . but still too much gain, works throttle too much.  
10. LL Gain, 8cyl low timer, 1” bar, 8000ppm, Far too much integral, useable at higher speed but not a very good setting.
11. LL Gain, 4cyl low timer, 1” bar, 8000, a very useable setting.  Integral and derivative seem relatively balances.  No good below 55 but above could be a very serviceable setting.  Dmonstrates that 1" bar 
can be used.

1. LL Gain, 4cyl low Timer, 1.6” bar, 9650ppm:  W orks but oscillates quite a bit.  Changed to 8cyl timer and seems like too much gain as verified by increasing gain.  W ill abandon 1.6” bar and lengthen to 
max (2”).2. LL Gain, 8cyl low Timer, 2” bar, 9650ppm:  Works very well 40 on up; will work lower speed for flatter ground and little changes.  A little tiny bit sluggish and integral windup that overshoots about 2 mph 
somewhat during unwind. Definitely very useable setting slightly sluggish.  Best choice of all cases.  Ranked 0 (on top).
3. LL Gain, 4cyl low Timer, 2 “ bar, 9650 ppm.  Works well 50 and up, maybe 45 for small changes.  A little overactive derivative overacts on changes.  Throttle seems to work too much.   High speed 
doubleup works fine, but still seems more active than necessary. Approximately useable setting slightly aggressive 3
4. L gain, 8 Cyl Timer, 2 “ bar, 9650 ppm: Works well 45 and up and lower for small changes.  Higher gain gives a little more action than LL.  Very tight tolerance up hill and down single or double. Perhaps a 
little more active than necessary and definitely doesn’t regulate as slow as LL.  Would like to tame the derivative just a little bit, particularly noticeable downhill and worse double-up. Very useable setting 
particularly heavy (doubleup or with trailer) but works the throttle a little more than necessary. About the same as 2, maybe a little less aggressive.  Ranked 25. L gain, 8 Cyl Timer, 2 “ bar, 12000 ppm:   Very high gain. Not useable; too much derivative. Surges at most speeds.  5
6. L gain, 8 Cyl Timer, 2 “ bar, 8000 ppm: Sluggish with far too much integral.  Very stable on flat ground but winds up on hills and overshoots by 5 mph over the other side. Maybe good for very light setups 
or for shorter linkage. Useable setting but VERY sluggish. 4
7. LL Gain, 8cyl low Timer, 2” bar, 10000 ppm: Works well 40 on up; will work lower for small elevation changes.  A little tiny bit aggressive and very little integral windup that only overshoots 1 or 2 mph 
somewhat during unwind over the hill. Very useable setting slightly aggressive. Second Best to number one (1).  Probably a good choice for 2-up or heavy.  1
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DIGRESSIONS OF THE WORST KIND 
 
Sometimes you have too much time and not enough Lithium…  
 
WIRE TAPPING CONNECTOR 
One of my pet peeves is using wire tap connectors.  They often do irreversible damage to wires that can surface as 
problems later.  For that reason (and a bunch of others) I made my own “connector tap” that taps the signal at a 
connector.  These are simply brass shim stock (0.006”) cut into about 1/8” wide strips soldered to the wires already 
routed and cut to length.  After soldering, to connect, place the blade into the female portion of the spade connector 
after disconnection, then reconnect..  After a trial fit to get bent properly, shrinking a section of shrink tube on the 
wire/blade produces a very nice looking connection.  Probably thickness in the range of 0.006 to 0.010”  are about the 
limits (thin limits current and thick takes up too much connector space).  This is not for high power circuits but for a few 
amps or a signal circuit, they are ideal.  If you don’t have (can’t find) shim stock, go to your local auto supply and find 
some brass feeler gages sold in the blister pack for about 3 bucks. That will give you several to cut up.  All of mine were 
cut from 0.006”.  This makes connections without damage that are 100% reversible, if you change your mind.  I used 
this for all connections except the ACC power (brown) and Ground (black) which were screwed to terminals. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
TESTING WITH THE SHORT ARM 
Since I mentioned that I tested the typical attachment to the carb#4 linkage and was able to get it to work (tests 9, 10, 
and 11)is a so-so fashion; not nearly as good as with the extended arm, but good enough to accomplish its intended 
purpose,  I wanted an adjustable attachment since my cable is already secure.  I found a clamp that is just “slicker than 
snot” for the purpose.  It is a sliding window lock that is found at the hardware store. Change the wing nut and screw to 
something longer and it works as an excellent attachment to the horizontal link.  In fact if I were going to use this setup, 
I’d use this clamp.  The great advantage is that it is easily adjustable so that the chain slack can be easily set and reset 
as necessary to get a comfortable operation.  
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ACCELERATOR PUMP OPERATION 
Something that maybe others have not thought about is accelerator pump operation.  If the cruise control is not very 
smooth in its control, it may be moving the throttle through the range that pumps the accelerator pump.  This will deliver 
more fuel than necessary and affect performance, lifetime of components and gas mileage.  This is one of the primary 
reasons that I intend to reject any cruise setting that “works the throttle” even if the speed is well controlled. [I put my 
finger on the linkage while driving to see what it is doing).  I have found (by measurements) that the accelerator pump is 
normally operating at throttle conditions (on level ground) when below very low speeds. I have decreased the 0.4” 
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clearance (by the book) for the pump linkage down to 0.2 inches.  I actually didn’t re-bend the tab, I just slipped a little 
rubber boot (that I made) on the tab that takes up 0.2 inches.  That is about as close as you can put it and not have 
linkage-limiting problems at full throttle.  If I need the accelerator pump, I can just take of the boot. (Sorry about the 
focus.) 
 

 
 
TACH/COIL CONDITIONING CIRCUITS 
Design complete and analysis done, trial circuit built and scoped… haven’t put it on the bike yet.  For what it is worth, 
there are “tach filters” that can be purchased for about $20 and some circuit designs on the web. 
 
ALTERNATOR CONDITIONING CIRCUITS  
It looks like the same device (above) will be able to be used for either function. 
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